Wild West

Do 1 activity from each category
Wild West pin.

Explore
☐ Read a book that takes place in the Wild West.
☐ Learn about a famous person who lived in the Wild West.
☐ Find 5 facts about westward expansion and share it with a friend.

Write
☐ Make a comic about your own Wild West adventure.
☐ Write a travel plan for your own Wild West adventure.
☐ Write a tall tale that includes a cowboy or cowgirl and a sheriff.

Create
☐ Draw a wanted poster for an outlaw.
☐ Create a map for a wagon trip west.
☐ Build a wagon using cardboard boxes and other recycled materials.

Email Summer2020@wolcs.org to receive your virtual pin. Real pins will be given in the Fall.
Check Class Dojo for Pop-Up Events & the weekly Splotlight Reader.